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2009031DCR: Getting out: The Education of Jesse Jean2009031DCR: Getting out: The Education of Jesse Jean2009031DCR: Getting out: The Education of Jesse Jean2009031DCR: Getting out: The Education of Jesse Jean
NPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing Voices
Opening with the instantly recognizable sounds of an outdoor basketball court, this documentary held promise but also folded a very distinct formula and told stories we have all heard before. It
is slow to hook the audience with its premise of documenting the stories of low-income black youth; however, the concept and obvious hard work of following three stories throughout the course
of 8 years is an esteemed undertaking which should be appreciated.

2009032DCR: All Happy Families: Love and Loss2009032DCR: All Happy Families: Love and Loss2009032DCR: All Happy Families: Love and Loss2009032DCR: All Happy Families: Love and Loss
NPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing Voices
This piece offers what could have been a compelling story, but follows what may become problematic for NPR: The piece was good, but formulaicaly so. It was "NPR good," meaning it was
above average and compelling but nothing unique or outstanding.

2009033DCR: Mind the Gap: why Good Schools are Failing Black Students (Recommended)2009033DCR: Mind the Gap: why Good Schools are Failing Black Students (Recommended)2009033DCR: Mind the Gap: why Good Schools are Failing Black Students (Recommended)2009033DCR: Mind the Gap: why Good Schools are Failing Black Students (Recommended)

2009034DCR: Foreclosure City2009034DCR: Foreclosure City2009034DCR: Foreclosure City2009034DCR: Foreclosure City
American Public MediaAmerican Public MediaAmerican Public MediaAmerican Public Media
This piece does not make good use of its resources; sound is disjointed and distracting. The story development is slow and somewhat confusing.  Where is the solid message and where is this
piece taking us or asking us to go? After a few minutes of listening, it feel like time to change the station.

2009035DCR: After the Forgetting2009035DCR: After the Forgetting2009035DCR: After the Forgetting2009035DCR: After the Forgetting
NPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing VoicesNPR/Hearing Voices
This piece is a very intimate look as Alzeheimer's disease, from one man's perspective of watching his mother fade into forgotten memories. The use of background- forks, for example, as they
eat a meal- make the piece feel personal, and put a real face/voice to an often taleked about condition. The subject offers her side of the disease, and her personality is certainle charming.
However, the piece left you wanting more, wanting to know more and wanting more advice on what to do in such a situation. This piece borders the edge of recommendation.

2009036DCR:The Future of the Music Industry2009036DCR:The Future of the Music Industry2009036DCR:The Future of the Music Industry2009036DCR:The Future of the Music Industry
WNYC Radio/NPRWNYC Radio/NPRWNYC Radio/NPRWNYC Radio/NPR
Ricky Martin? A former pop sensation that does not reflect anything about this piece, but is used as the opening introduction music to a piece about the future of online music. Coverage is
predominantly focused on the past including a re-hash of Napster and sadly does not uncover any new ground. 

2009037DCR: In VERSE (Recommended)2009037DCR: In VERSE (Recommended)2009037DCR: In VERSE (Recommended)2009037DCR: In VERSE (Recommended)

2009038DCR: Five Farms: Stories from American Farm Families2009038DCR: Five Farms: Stories from American Farm Families2009038DCR: Five Farms: Stories from American Farm Families2009038DCR: Five Farms: Stories from American Farm Families
Public Radio InternationalPublic Radio InternationalPublic Radio InternationalPublic Radio International
Duke University, Center for Documentary ArtsDuke University, Center for Documentary ArtsDuke University, Center for Documentary ArtsDuke University, Center for Documentary Arts
Opening with the herald sound of a cello, this piece sets itself up to be a mirror of the tunes played: sorrowful but lovely and hopeful. Highlighting the daily routine of farm life through tales of five
domestic farmers throughout the course of a seasonal cycle. Farmers reflect on their farms and offer intricate details of their lives. While this piece is thorough, intriguing, and makes good use of
sound, it is almost too slow to develop. A great and timely subject, but it needs some extra "umph" to make it more listener-friendly.

2009039DCR: LiveHopeLove: HIV/Aids in Jamaica2009039DCR: LiveHopeLove: HIV/Aids in Jamaica2009039DCR: LiveHopeLove: HIV/Aids in Jamaica2009039DCR: LiveHopeLove: HIV/Aids in Jamaica
Outer VoicesOuter VoicesOuter VoicesOuter Voices
This piece moves too quickly, only briefly touching on the various challenges and factors of AIDS in Jamaica. The use of multiple dimensions, such as mixing in poetry, and voices (not just
officials and doctors), makes it a solid effort; however, minutes in it feels as if the piece holds no solid tone or deep investigation. 

2009040DCR: #1 Party School2009040DCR: #1 Party School2009040DCR: #1 Party School2009040DCR: #1 Party School
This American LifeThis American LifeThis American LifeThis American Life
Penn State holds the title of being the No. 1 party school in the country and this piece seeks to highlight the impact of all of those good times on the neighborhoods that surround it. While an
interesting story idea, overall the story was inconsistent and included too much narration. Sound was used ineffectively to provide atmosphere and set the tone of the piece. Though certainly not
a low-rate piece, it left plenty of room for growth.

2009041DCR: My Way or the FBI Way2009041DCR: My Way or the FBI Way2009041DCR: My Way or the FBI Way2009041DCR: My Way or the FBI Way
This American LifeThis American LifeThis American LifeThis American Life
Opening with information about a sting operation in St. Louis, this piece had the potential to be exciting. However, it was just not and relied too heavily on narration to drive the story. 

2009042DCR: This American Life Health Care Special: More is Less and Someone Else's 2009042DCR: This American Life Health Care Special: More is Less and Someone Else's 2009042DCR: This American Life Health Care Special: More is Less and Someone Else's 2009042DCR: This American Life Health Care Special: More is Less and Someone Else's MoneyMoneyMoneyMoney
This American LifeThis American LifeThis American LifeThis American Life
This piece is very biased with lots of finger-pointing and not much else. Money and health care are confusing and complicated subjects and this piece did little to remedy that. Music and sound
felt at odds with the story scope.

2009043DCR: World Vision report: Special Edit ion on Malaria2009043DCR: World Vision report: Special Edit ion on Malaria2009043DCR: World Vision report: Special Edit ion on Malaria2009043DCR: World Vision report: Special Edit ion on Malaria
Opening with the buzz of a mosquito and the slap of a hand, the piece started off creatively, but slowly lost speed. While the use of vintage radio broadcasts and other background noise brought
the piece to life, the tone was too light for the message it carried.

2009044DCR: Woodstock Revisited2009044DCR: Woodstock Revisited2009044DCR: Woodstock Revisited2009044DCR: Woodstock Revisited
The tales of three day festival, Woodstock, have circulated widely and this piece offered absolutely nothing new -- no new angles, no new stories. It held promise, but was ultimately a let down;
even the music used was just more of the same.

2009045DCR: Crossing Continents: Chechnya2009045DCR: Crossing Continents: Chechnya2009045DCR: Crossing Continents: Chechnya2009045DCR: Crossing Continents: Chechnya
One part of this piece is the shocking story of a kidnapped girl in a charming tourist city, which in itself could have been a very interesting segment.  However, juxapositions and story transitions
were confusing, making the overall piece very disjointed and unfocused.

2009046DCR: Contours, WNTL's Issues & Arts Radio: Magazine Episode, "Together in Gra2009046DCR: Contours, WNTL's Issues & Arts Radio: Magazine Episode, "Together in Gra2009046DCR: Contours, WNTL's Issues & Arts Radio: Magazine Episode, "Together in Gra2009046DCR: Contours, WNTL's Issues & Arts Radio: Magazine Episode, "Together in Grace, Rebuilding New Orleans"ce, Rebuilding New Orleans"ce, Rebuilding New Orleans"ce, Rebuilding New Orleans"
The piece seemed to be about the stories of Hurricane Katrina victims yet a great portion of the story focuses on the missionary work as well as New Orleans residents who have lived elsewhere
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